X12 PROCEDURES REVIEW BOARD

PRELIMINARY MEETING AGENDA

JUNE 12, 2019 – 3-5 PM EDT

1. Chair’s Opening Remarks and Call to Order

2. Approval of this Agenda

3. PRB Roster Review

4. PRB Category Actions
   4.1. Category 1: Approval to Publish
      4.1.1. Prior Open Items
         4.1.1.1. Maintenance Request Voting Package
                  None
         4.1.1.2. Code Maintenance Requests
                  Batch 96
                  Start 5/3/2019 | Stop 5/24/2019
                  None
         4.1.2. RFIs
                  None
         4.1.3. TR3
         4.1.3.1. MR 016117 "Creates a new TR3 for Functional Acknowledgment based on 004010"

4.2. Category 2: Approval for X12 Ballot or Member Review
   4.2.1. Recommended for Ballot to PRB by X12J
         017117, 002119, 008219, 009219, 010219
   4.2.2. Member Review
         None
4.3. **Category 3: New Maintenance Request for Tracking**

4.3.1. 005219 “Create a new TR3 for Post Adjudicated Claim Data Reporting: Professional based on 008010”

4.3.2. 006219 “Create a new TR3 for Post Adjudicated Claim Data Reporting: Institutional based on 008010”

4.3.3. 007219 “Create a new TR3 for Post Adjudicated Claim Data Reporting: Dental based on 008010.”

4.3.4. 008219 “Disconnect CS 229 from DE 1270, Code DR.” (X12J has recommended it for ballot)

4.3.5. 009219 “Modify the length of DE225” (X12J has recommended it for ballot)

4.3.6. 010219 “Change the definition of code HS in DE 1336 and add a new code.” (X12J has recommended it for ballot)

4.4. **Category 4: Work Products for Amendment, Withdrawal, or Reassignment/Joint Development**

None

4.5. **Category 5: Limited Lifetime Items**

None

4.6. **Category 6: Annual Review**

4.6.1. Occurs during the Fall Standing meeting

4.7. **Category 7: New Business**

None

4.8. **Category 8: Old Business**

4.8.1. PRB Charter

4.8.2. Draft Ballot Error Procedure

4.8.3. Vice-Chair election
ASC X12 PROCEDURES REVIEW BOARD

MEETING MINUTES

APRIL 3, 2019 – 2:30-3:30 PM EDT

ATTENDANCE—11 people, including representatives from X12F, X12I, X12M, and X12N

Staff: Steve and Kent

1. Chair’s Opening Remarks and Call to Order

2. Approval of this Agenda

   Motion and second to approve the agenda. Approved.

3. PRB Roster Review

4. PRB Category Actions

   4.1. Category 1: Approval to Publish

      4.1.1. Prior Open Items

         4.1.1.1. Data Maintenance Voting Package

            2019-02 ASC-MR Voting Package

            005218, 009318, 012318, 013318, 014318, 015318, 016318

         4.1.1.2. Code Maintenance Requests

            Batch 95

            No CMRs submitted for the batch

         Motion and second to approve 4.1.1.1 Approved.

      4.1.2. RFIs

         None

      4.1.3. TR3s

         007030X333 Benefit Enrollment and Maintenance (834)

         007030X346 Health Insurance Exchange: Enrollment (834)

         Motion and second to approve 4.1.3 Approved.
4.2. Category 2: Approval for X12 Ballot or Member Review

4.2.1. Recommended for Ballot to PRB by X12J

010318

Motion and second to approve 4.2.1. Approved.

4.2.2. Member Review

None

4.3. Category 3: New Maintenance Request for Tracking

MR 003119 “Modify the BNF in section 4.4.4 in X12.5”

MR 004119 “Modify the definition of I11”

Motion and second to approve the assignment of these MRs to X12C. Approved.

4.4. Category 4: Work Products for Amendment, Withdrawal, or Reassignment/Joint Development

4.4.1. MRs withdrawn by submitter

006218

Motion and second to approve the withdrawal of this MR. Approved.

4.5. Category 5: Limited Lifetime Items

None

4.6. Category 6: Annual Review

4.6.1. Occurs during the Fall Standing meeting

4.7. Category 7: New Business

None

4.8. Category 8: Old Business

Nothing to report

Motion and second to adjourn. Approved.

Meeting adjourned at 2:45 PM EDT

Next PRB meeting will be Wednesday, June 12, 2019 from 3-4 p.m. EDT.